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BREAKING NEWS

NATION & WORLD

JAPANESE PRINCESS GIVES BIRTH

CBC NATIONAL CONVENTION

ACCORDING TO CNN, PRINCESS KIKO GAVE BIRTH TO A SON,
THE ROYAL FAMILY'S FIRST MALE HEIR IN 40 YEARS. HIS BIRTH
POSTPONES A DEBATE OVER WHETHER JAPANESE LAW
SHOULD ALLOW WOMEN TO SUCCEED TO THE THRONE.

WANT TO FIND OUT WHAT EVENTS ARE BEING HELD AT THIS
YEAR'S CBC CONVENTION? TURN TO NATION &WORLD.

WED, 0/6:
AM CLOUDS/
PM SUN

THURS, 0/61
PAltTLY CLOUDY
HIGH: 81, LOW: 66

HIGH: 77, LOW: 64
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University Sues Former Director of Student Activities
Lawsuits filed in f ederal court allege Belinda L. Watkins was a part of discrimination against an HIV+ employee.
BY SEAN MOSLEY &
CHRISTINA M. W RIGHT

tion, constructive fraud, and
negligent misrepresentation of
Hilltop Management
the University.
The University alleges
Howard University is Watkins's actions during
suing foriner student activities Goodwin's employment were
director Belinda L. Watkins in violation of the University's
to recover $253,000 the Code of Ethics· and Conduct
'University paid to settle a dis- policy against employee discrimination case against a for- crimination on the basis of
mer employee, according to a disability or sexual preference
complaint filed in U.S. District and federal law and local antiCourt in Greenbelt, Maryland. discrimination laws.
The University alleges
Goodwin was hired as the
that Watkins withheld essen- Acting Dean of Students by the
tial information and acted University in August of i998
improperly in 2002 when she and given a one-year contract
recommended the University that was up for renewal each
not renew the annual contract year. On September 29, 1998,
of Rev. Daniel Goodwin, a then Goodwin suffered a stroke
acting dean of students, who and was taken to Howard
was HIV positive.
University
Hospital
and
Last year, Goodwin agreed soon diagnosed with Human
to a settlement of $218,000 ImmunodeficiencyVirus(HIV)
in damages and $35,000 in after coming out of a coma.
attorney's fees after suing
The complaint also alleges
both
Howard
University that Paulette Porter, then an
and Watkins, alleging that administrative assistant in the
his dis1nissal was due to the · Office of Student Activities
University's negligence of visited Goodwin while he was
Watkins's
discrimination in the hospital. Court docuagainst him because of his ill- ments say that Porter allegness.
edly informed Watkins about
Watkins, who worked for Goodwin's illness after it was
Howard fro1n March 8, i976 1·evealed to her.
to J uly 20, has until today to
Goodwin returned to his
respond to the University's position in Februacy 1999
lawsuit that alleges she was when, Porter, who is currently
responsible for the University the administrative assistant in
having to pay last year's settle- the Office of Residence Life,
ment. She could not be reached allegedly made inappropriate
yesterday for comment.
statements to students regardIn a complaint filed in U.S. ing Goodwin's condition,
District Courts of Maryland by including accusing Goodwin of
the University on August 10, being homosexual and having
Watkins, a Cheverly, Md. resi- improper sexual relations with
dent, is being sued on counts male students.
of indemnity, misrepresentaCourt documents also

PlM>to COW"ksy ol W111-w.howwd..rd·u

Belinda L. Watkins (above), a former director of student
activities, has been sued by Howard, In an attempt to
recover $253,000 that was paid to a former acting dean of
students In a settlement of a different lawsuit last year.

allege that Porter began hinting to students that Goodwin
had AIDS and began exhibiting "bizane behavior" around
Goodwin, which included
the spraying of telephones
and other office equipment
with disinfectant following
Goodwin's use of those items.
Court documents say that
Watkins, who was Porter's
supervisor, allegedly knew of
Porter's behavior but took no
action against her and participated in the harassment
of Goodwin by making statements about Goodwin's health
condition and sexual orientation to students.

Goodwin, who is also a
former HUSA president, began
having side effects from the
medication he was taking for
his illness soon after returning to his position. According
to the co1nplaint, Goodwin
began arriving to work late
until vVatkins delivered him
a notice on March 21, 2001,
questioning his late arrivals.
After discussing his case
with Watkins, presenting
a physician's note explaining his HIV status and drug
side effects, and asking that
accommodations be made for
him to continue his position,
Goodwin offered to put in a

fuJJ day's work by ending his
work day later to make up for
late arrivals. Goodwin was
allegedly denied any leeway by
Watkins and was allegedly told
by Watkins that she "did not
understand'' his requests.
In 2002, Watkins proposed to the University that
Goodwin's contract not be
renewed due to "poor performance." The University's
complaint also alleges that
Watkins was asked by the
Human Resources Department
and
Equal
Employment
Opportunity office at the
University about her reasoning
for not renewing Goodwin's
contract.
They also inquired whether he was Ma member of any
class protected by federal
or local anti-discrimination
employment laws and whether
there was any reason why federal or local employment Jaws
be implicated in the decision
to not renew Goodwin's contract."
Court papers say Watkins
did inform the University tlrnt
Goodwin was ill, but only disclosed that he suffered a stroke.
The University is alleging that
its rel:ance on \\.alkins's 11egligent statements "caused
damage to the University in
that it was required to pay to
Goodwin the aggregate sum of
S253,ooo to settle his claims
against the University and
Watkins."
After learning his contract, which ended .June 30,
2002, would not be renewed,
Goodwin filed a claim in the
D.C. Office of Human Rights.

The Office of Human Rights
filed a complaint on behalf
Goodwin against the University
and Watkins on November 26,
2003. ~
Goodwin's initial complaint was against the
University and Watkins for
violating the Americans witl1
DisabilitiesActof1991, theD.C.
Human Rights Act, Health and
Human Services regulations
and the Family and Medical
Leave Act of 1993.
Goodwin settled with the
University and Watkins on
September 19, 2005.
"Howard University has
standing policy to not comment
on personnelmatters,"saidJ.J.
Pryor, a spokesperson for the
University Communications
office in answer to questions
regarding both cases.
Undergraduate Trustee
Jabari Smith, said the lawsuits may bring different reactions from students about
Watkins's departure from the
University.
"The recent developments
in the case against Ms. Watkins
reveal significant information
for the student body and will
surely change the perspecth·es of those shideuts who
may have had biased opinions
[about Ms. Watkins's termination)," Smith said.
"My only hope is that
University officials, with accuracy and integrity, address the
student body v.ia The Hilltop
and put an end to the hearsay
that has pervaded this matter, especially since Watkins
worked so closely with students."
I

Kerry AlleQes 2004 Presidential Election Unfair
BY TASHIRA J . WALKER

In his letter, he also accuses cur- _.Kerry have everyone backtracking
rent Secretacy of State Ken Blackwell witl1 opinions and comments on both
-- Strickland's opponent -- of using political figures.
Recently, Massachusetts Senator his authority in state office to intimi"Blackwell had a lot of controJohn Kerry sent a letter to Democratic date residents of Ohio and suppress versy surrounding him because of all
donors seeking support for U.S. Rep. the Democratic vote in the 2004 of the voting changes he made, durTed Strickland in his campaign to be presidential election.
ing the voting process," said Keisha
Ohio's next governor.
These suggestions made by Herbert, a sophomore political science major from Ohio.
"In my opinion the fact that
he even worked for the Bush
Adn1inistration is proof that he may
be untrustworthy, especially after the
elections with Blackwell and Bush's
brother causing that controversy and
tl1en Bush actually winning tl1e election," she added.
Many question whether or not
Kerry has waited too long to approach
this situation. In the 2004 presidential election, Kerry lost the Ohio vote
by 118,000 votes but chose not to
contest tlle final tally.
Kerry now suggests in his letter that Blackwell "used his office to
abuse our democracy and threaten
basic voting rights."
"Kerry is basically a lackluster
hack who has never stood up for the
things that matter most to us," said
Jacques DeGraff, a senior Democratic
Strategist and former advisor to the
Bill Bradley Presidential campaign.
"Folks who worked in and with his
campaign expressed a frustration with
Pboro Courtny of _..w.au1ht-ntkblS4.(lt').f'tN'.l1
the status quo attitude of it all. They
Senator John Kerry (0-Mass.) supports U.S. Rep.Ted Strickland for
have no vision for a new America."
Ohio's next governor, and accuses Secretary of State Ken Blackwell of
DeGraff said black Republicans
suppressing the Democratic vote In the 2004 presidential election.
"are not seriously competing for the
Hilltop Staff Writer
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majority of the African American
vote."
"They have determined that their
victory lies in peeling off a small portion of that vote by distorting their
record," he said. "The party that has
opposed, delayed and denied affirmative action consistently challenges
the empowerment of our community.
Secretacy of State Blackwell is the latest opportunist to ride the ideological coattails of his
party for personal
gain."
Some
students
believe
Kerry has a valid
argument.
"Yes I do
agree [with Kerry)
in a way," said
Herbert. "It seems
like factua l information because
of all of the new
voting
regulations that were
added and how it
caused so many
problems. Then it
took forever to do
the count, people
were turned away
and it was just a
lot of dran1a. I do
believe some scandal was involved
in Ohio just like
in Florida because

LIFE &STYLE 8

ED. & PERSPECTIVES

Ohio was that swing state."
In an article on cnn.com,
Blackwell's campaign spokesman
Carlo LoParo states that :'People will
say anything for money, fortunately, the historical record contradicts
Senator Kerry."
A representative from Black"\vell's
office was unavailable for further
comment.
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Students Balance ·Multiple Clubs
BY ANYA ALEXANDER
Hilltop Staff Wnter

Whether it's student government,
state clubs, greek life, religious associations, honor societies, or community
service, there is always s01nething for
Howard students to get involved in
on cainpus.
But with so many options to
choose fr01n, student life and activities can either be a winning avenue
to success or a total set-up for disaster. There are many questions about
the real motivation behind student
involvement on campus.
Some students might say that
involvement is important to the
University because it serves as an
opportunity to make a difference in
the quality of life at Howard. While
others believe that membership in
organizations geared toward personal development and career objectives
are good resume builders that can
assist in future employment after college.
No matter what the drive is,
one thing is certain, that opportunities here at Howard are unlimited.
Lincoln Brown, placement service
assistant in the John H. Johnson
School of Communications, believes
that on-campus involvement helps
make a well-rounded student.
However, "companies look for
students to be a part of organizations

that relates to their major," Brown
said.
Brown suggested that it is very
important that students are knowledgeable about the "trends and the
direction of their industry, thus
involvement in organizations specific
to their majors will enhance awareness.
Profit Anthony-Clark, a sophomore radio, TV, and film major,
believes the pressure to "spread yourself too thin" can be Qverwhelming
for a college student.
"Joining a million things is
whack," Clark said. "College life
doesn't allow you to be in everything
because it takes up a lot of time."
As an assistant program manager at
WHBC radio station, Clark dedicates
a lot of his time to his music as he
desires to become a recording artist.
He said working at the radio station exposes him to the ins and outs
of the business, insight to the issues
that go on behind the scenes, and the
politics of radio. Clark believes that
this is a good way to build relationships and achieve his future goals. He
suggests that students should space it
out and tackle one task at a time.
Likewise Kaijah Jackson, a theater administration major, agrees
there is little time to be involved in
campus organizations if one's primary focus is his or her career.
"With so many different obliga-

6, 2006
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tions to my department in my specific discipline: productions, rehearsals, meetings and other department
events only allow so much extra time,
especially when you have a part time
job," Jackson said.
"I try to stay involved on campus
as much as possible and hopefully I
will be able to do more, but my discipline comes first."
While some students join organizations for career or academic
reasons, Ashley Shambley, a senior
legal communications major, does a
little bit of both while incorporating
activities for fun. Shambley is a member Phi Sigma Pi National Honor
Fraternity Incorporated, Annenberg
Honors Program, Target Hope,
Chicago People's Union, School
of Communications Fundraising
Director, Peer Mentor, and Lambda Pi
Eta Communication Honor Society.
"Everything I do is focused on
leadership, scholarship, and fellowship," Shambley said.
With so many responsibilities
to fulfill, Shambley keeps a detailed
schedule of all her activities. During
the week, she devotes her time to
class and homework and weekends
are set aside for social events and
community service.
"My involvement in these organizations has made my Howard experience interesting and rewarding."

HOWARD
"Do people sit and watch chccrleading try-outs."

-Naliah .Jones, freshtnan sociology 1najor
"Can you find collegiate black men who still wear
sa~')' pants."
.
-Alan King, senior print journalis1n major
"Docs gelling a n1edical hold rc1noved require sitting
in the College of Dentistry for eight and a half
hours."
-llrillney llick1nan, frcslunan business major
"Arc white people the 1ninority. That's s01nething 1'111
nol used to."
-Katherine Saunders, freslunan political science
llHIJOI'

• ·

"Can a girl be seen wearing the calf part of jeans as
leggings on her calves."
·
-Malik \Vashington, freshn1an Radio, 1V and
Fihn nrnjor
"Can going lo class be like an Ebony Fashion Fair
show; dressed up and a full face of makeup at eight
in the morning."
-Brittany Davis, sophmnore physician assistant
major
"Do the locals pretend lo be college students."
-Alexandria Hines, freslunan 1V/Radio broadcasting
"\\'ill there be three fashion shows in one week. ..
-Nina llurkell, sophmnore biology major
"Do people wail until the line is long in the Cafe
to go cat lunch.''
-Chris Chatelain, frcshnrnn physician assistant
"\\'ill yon have a D.J in your cafeteria during dinner

like it's a club...
-Ashley .Johnson, freshn1an radio, nr and film
lllHJOr
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Students fulflll duties with various student organizations, such as Ooh La La dancers (above). Since Student Life
and Activities provide so many extra-curricular activities, students are often Involved In various clubs.

BY JOUANNA SPANN
Hilltop Staff Wnter

The sound ofastudent'ssqueaking shoes as they walk to their desk
from this weeks' pouring rain, and
the slam of a da-;sroon1 door, is
nothing unfamiliar for Kevin Bryant,
a fulltitne freshman professor.
Bryant, who is a Sunni Muslim,
prepares for a fulfilling day at
work by getting up early and praying. He then makes his way from
Gaithersburg, Md., about an hour
and a half fr0111 can1pus, to instruct
approxin1ately So freshman studentc; in four sections of Freshman
Co1nposition. TI1e first class begins
at9:40 a.m.
"'Then I have three more
classes after that on Tuesdays and
Thursdays; so as you can imagine,
my day is pretty busy, but I enjoy
what I do," Bryant said.
Bryant has an associate degree
in business management and a
bachelor's degree in English from
the University of the District of
Columbia, a inaster's degree in
liberal ~tudies frotn Georgetown
University,andadoctorateinAfrican
Studies from Howard University
He is currently taking a Film
and History of Africa course at
Howard University to enhance his

doctorate degree.
"I was the first of 12 siblings
to receive a degree in my family."
Bryant said.
Bryant, who makes gestures
with his hands and instructs his
class in a conversational, but confident tone, said he tries to get his
freshman students involved in the
learning process as much as possible.
"I use things that are relevant,
like for example lyrics to songs, so
that not only can they listen to music
with a leisure ear, but a critical ear as
well," he said.
The freshman professor added
that his end goal is to prepare his
students for every day life.
"I want them to begin to analyre
the things that they are exposed to,"
he said. "Learning becomes an experiential process for them.·•
Freshman composition classes
introduce freshman to college writing by covering both fiction and nonfiction books. Bryant said they will
also examine portions of t.lak'Oln1
X's life "critically and follow his journey to Islam."
"They will get exposure about
the life of a Muslim; son1ething that
is on the tongues of everyone," he
said.

Bryant has been married for
two years and has l\\'O sons, six and
18 months old, and nvo step-daughters, six and eight. Even with family
obligations, Bryant still finds time to
gi,·c students homework and make
sure students are aiding in their own
learning.
"The learning process includes
experience and how they express
those things in writing and verbally,"
he said about the way he allows students to make their own decisions
on how they choose to learn.
Bryant makes sure that his
students are well-ro1mded by having several activities planned for
the1n, such as having guest speakers, and having the students view
"Bamboozled," a movie directed by
Spike Lee. He said learning is better
for students when it is presented in
the context of a student's life.
Bryant also has the students do
research projects that require them
to conduct interviews and report
observations. The students get to
present their findings verbally and
as "'creatively as they ¥-rish."
Bryant, who has visited a different country every year since 1995,
said he likes to share his global experiences with his students.
TI1c most fulfilling part of

THE HILLTOP
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COME TO THE
BUDGET MEETING,
NEXT MONDAY @ 7 PM
ON THE
P-LEVEL OF THE
WEST TOWERS

(Above) Professor Kevin Bryant teaches his freshman composition
class. He Is also taking courses to get his Ph.D from Howard.

Bryant's day is going hon1e and hugging Sula}1nan Ali, his six-1110ntl1
old, while Muhrunmcd Kdir, his 18·
month-old, greets hirn at the door.
Bryant, the first professor that
some students ever see on How·ard's
campus, enjoys when they arc able
to express the1nsclvcs freely.

"I enjoy the probing questions
bcc-.ntse it provokes thought both
fron1 me and n1y students, but mostly I want people, to know that we
[professors] hold our students to an
exe1nplary standard of learning and
we prepare them for the global c01nn1u1lity," he said.
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY
STUDENT PARKING REGISTRATION
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE
Student Registration for unclaimed AY 2006-2007 parking permits is scheduled
for Wednesday, September 6, 2006 from 9:00 AM until exhausted. Registration
will be conducted online via the Bison Web on a first come, first server basis. In
order to be eligible for participation in the Student Registration:
•
•
•
•

All outstanding citations must be paid prior to registration.
Students must be validated for fall 2006.
Students that are chosen for the 9th & V lot must be commuter students.
For additional information contact the Office of Parking & Shuttle
Operations at 202-806-2000.

'

•

'
The Student Banking Package
. FREE Checking with FREE Online Banking
. Flexible Rewards Student Visa., Credit Card*
. FREE 24/7 account access at over 1,000 ATMs
. And more
To sign up, visit our branches near campus at 901 New York Avenue
or 210 Michigan Avenue, NE or call us at 301-987-BANK or
1-800-987-BANK (out of area). For more information, visit us online
at chevychasebank.coml student.

~Me mber

CHEW CHASF BANK

•FIAC
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Members of the Caucus
During the 109th Congress

CBC Faces Ignorance
Within Black Community
BY SHARELL FERGUSON
Hilltop Staff Writer

Dr. John Davis, political
science professor, often asks
his political science students
if they can name members
of the Congressional Black
Caucus (CBC). He says less
than s percent of students
can answer with any knowledge on the CBC or its function.
"You might want to ask,
what does the CBC do to
make. themselves known to
the African American population," he said. Among other
issues Davis said, "You don't
hear much about the alternative programs that they do
for blacks, and the CBC used
to talk so much more about
issues related to A'frica. .,
Davis added, "They offer
a number of scholarships to
a select few political !'cience
and journalism students
and many don't even know
that. "They simply don't do
enough anyn1ore to publicize what it is they do. "I
think more professors need
to inform students about the
CBC, and there needs to be
more forums to create awareness," he said.
The Congressional Black
Caucus was founded in 1969
with the purpose of eliminating growing disparities
between whites and African
Americans in education,
healthcare, and employment.
Despite the negative

claims that the CBC does not
have a strong voice within
the African American community, Dr. Lorenzo Morris
political science department
chair said, "one cannot fully
appreciate the efforts of
the CBC until he considers
life without it for African
Americans today."
The CBC assures representation
of
African
Atnerican interest to articulate the shared interests of
the African American community according to Morri".
"Even though they could be
better organized, the CBC
makes a difference by providing assurance for the black
community through ,legislative attention," he said.
Citing that blacks wanted to become officials, Trae
Lewis, Democrat candidate
for the Maryland House of
Delegates District 45, and
Howard alumnus said "the
most important thing the
CBC has done, was becoming the CBC.
Lewis added that the fact
that the average Black person
can't name five people in the
CBC is a failure on the Black
community. "Regardless of
race, you need to know your
elected officials to hold them
accountable," he said.
Lewis added that the
CBC has made an impact on
the nation's youth in many
ways, however, one of its
biggest challenges is passing
the torch to younger generations.

"In the CBC's case, there
are way too many issues for
us to fight right now in Black
America, from economics to
education, to health care," he
said.
Unaware of the CBC's
role, Yasmine Brooks, freshman
psychology
major
said she has never heard
of the CBC. "I guess not
enough information is being
offered to get students more
infonued because they don't
even sound familiar to me,"
she said.
While some students
are uninformed, Kareem
Redmond, senior political science major is not. "I
can name several members
of the CBC because I've
worked with some of them in
various capacities," he said.
However, he added, "While
it is great that all the black
men1bers try to work together on issues to better impact
our lives, sometimes they
seem to be concerned with
issues they have no control
over," said Redmond.
Thinking about improvements needed within the CBC,
Trae Lewis said that plans to
"tackle one issue at a time"
must be strategically developed. I believe economically, our people have to get in
a better financial state. The
second issue he said would
be to enhance the education
system, followed by ensuring
better healthcare for African
Americans." according to
LeWis.

• Sanford Bishop of Georgia
• Corrine Brown of Florida
• G.K. Butterfield of North Carolina
• Julia Carson of Indiana
• Donna Christian-Christensen of the U.S.
Virgin Islands
• William Lacy Clay, Jr of Missouri
• Emanuel Cleaver of Missouri
• Jim Clyburn of South Carolina /
• John Conyers, Jr of Michigan
• Elijah Cummings of Maryland
• Artur Davis of Alabama
• Danny K. Davis of Illinois
• Chaka Fattah of Pennsylvania
• Harold Ford, Jr. of Tennessee
• Al Green of Texas
• Alcee Hastings of Florida
• Jesse L. Jackson. Jr. of Illinois
• William J. Jefferson of Louisiana
* Eddie Bernice Johnson of Texas
* Stephanie Tubbs Jones of Ohio
• Carolyn Cheeks Kilpatrick of Michigan
• Barbara Lee of California
• Sheila Jackson Lee of Texas
• John Lewis of Georgia
( • Cynthia McKmney of Georgia
* Kendrick Meek of Florida
• Gregory Meeks of New York
• Juanita Millender-McDonald of California
• Gwen Moore of Wisconsin
• Eleanor Holmes Norton of the District of
Columbia
• Senator Barack Obama of Illinois
• Major Owens of New York
• Donald Payne of New Jersey
• Charles B. Rangel of New York
• Bobby Rush of Illinois
• Bobby Scott of Virginia
• David Scott of Georgia
• Bennie Thompson of Mississippi
• Edolphus Towns of New York
• Maxine Waters of California
• Diane Watson of California
• Mel Watt of North Carolina
• Albert Wynn of Maryland
(All members are Democrats.)

OFFICERS
Chair
Rep. Melvin L Watt of North Carolina
Vice-Chair
Rep. Corrine Brown of Florida
Second Vice-Chair
Rep. Carolyn Kilpatrick of Michigan

2006 CBC Convention

Secretary
Rep. Danny K. Davis of flinois

Washington Convention Center
.

SEPTEMBER 6,

Whip
Rep. Barbara J.ee of California

Wednesday Sept. 6- Saturday Sept. 9

2006

CBC Forums That Might
Interest You ..
Tod av

'

8.00AM- 900AM
Doing It For Ourselves· Creating Financially liable
Black Businesses - Breakfast
CPAR Future Focus Series
9:00 AM - 10.30 AM
Doing It For Ourselves: Creating Financially Viable
Black Businesses - Panel
CPAR Future Focus Series
10:30 AM - 12:30 PM
One Block At A Time.· The lmporlance of African
Americans Reinvesting In Their Communities
CPAR Future Focus Series
2:00 PM - 5.·oo PM
Poverly. Race. and Policy: Advancing the Economic
Conditions of Working Families '
CPAR Future Focus Series

Tomorrow
.
8:00 AM - 9:50 AM
: The 21st Century Abolitionist Movement to End Modem
:
Day Slavery
;
Rep. Millender-McDonald
11:00AM- 200PM
~ Emerging Leaders Series. Instant Apprentice Luncheon
1:00 PM - 2:50 PM
Crime in the Cities: America·s Mayors Fight Back
Rep. Rangel
100PM- 2:50PM
America ·s Cities - How They Stack up for African
Americans: Exploring the State of Our Cities Through
the Lens of History
Rep Lewis
1.·00 PM - 2.·5 0 PM
A Frank Discussion between Sisters and Brothers
Black on the State of the Race, Maniage and Families.
Rep. Norlon
1:00 PM - 2.50 PM
Katrina Contracting - Missed Opportunities
Rep. Thompson
1.·00 PM - 2.·50 PM
Images of Black Youth through the Media & Sporls ..
The Good, the Bad, and tile Ugly
Rep. Watson
1:00 PM- 2.50 PM
Fathe1, Will You Help Me? · Can Black Men Mobilize to
Save Our Sons?
Rep. Meek

1:00 PM- 2:50 PM
CBC HIV/AIDS Brain/rust
HIV/AIDS at 25: A Generation of Unmet Challenges
Rep. Lee
4.00 PM - 5:50 PM
The Evolution of the Black Church and Political
Participation
Rep. Cleaver
4:00 PM • 5:50 PM
Hip Hop Powershop
Rep. McKinney

The Congressional Black Caucus: A Continuous Legacy
BY VICTORIA KIRBY
Contributing Writer

Since
1969,
the
Congressional Black Caucus
(CBC) has been the political representative for African
Americans in the United
States.
Founded by the thirteen African
American
members of the House of
Representatives during the
91•1 congress, the CBC has
served as a beacon of light
for many who have been forgotten by capital hill.
Initially
coined
a
"Democratic
Select
Committee,"theorganization
changed its name in February
1971 under Representative
Charles B. Rangel of New
York recommendation.
Since then the CBC has
instituted legislative initiatives such as welfare reform,
full employment, South
African apartheid, international human rights, minority business development,

and expanded educational
opportunities.
The year 1994 brought
about significant strides in
crime legislation reform in
domestic violence and funding. Although unable to pass
all contents of the crime bill;
such as, allowing racial provisions on the death penalty,
they were able to gather $30
billion for a six-year program
to end crime.
In 2001, representatives
Eva Clayton from North
Carolina and Julia Carson of
Indiana, presented a bill to
the Education and the workforce committee in congress
that would reform the General
Equivalency Diploma (GED)
in order to allow pregnant
adolescents and others that
come from underprivileged
backgrounds the opportunity
to compete for high paying
jobs.
CBC members created
proposals that would assist
in decreasing the growing
gap between white and black

Atnericans in categories such
as health care, employment,
and education. In 1993, the
CBC protested against budget cuts in Medicare that
would limit the amount of

what it set out to do when
founded in 71, which was to
organize progressive democratic influence in congress."
He also pointed out that
currently it is more difficult

Photo Courtt'S) or~""" .( b<'ft \Okt> A>l'fit

The founding fathers of the CBC (above) Included members Shirley Chisolm and Joseph Conyers.

help that the elderly would
receive from congress.
Dr. Lorenzo Morris,
chairman of the Political
Science department, believes
that "the caucus has done

to make legislative changes because of the majority
Republican congress stating
"when the democrats rule
they have more visibility."
When discussing tlle

role that the CBC has
played in American legislature, Representative Eddie
Bernice Johnson of Texas
believes that the CBC has a
"history of positive activism
unparalleled in our nation's
history."
However, Caucus members have not always agreed
with one another on legislative issues. All issue that
stirred up conflict at the
beginning of the century
concerned rival campaign
finance reform.
Albert Wynn of Maryland
presented a bill with non CBC
member Robert Ney that was
in direct opposition to the
Shays-Meehanbill that would
prohibit or limit soft-money
but increase contributions to
Senate and Presidential candidates to $2,000.
Admission
to
this
highly influential organization conies to any African
Atnerican who is voted into
Congress by the public. To
date, there are forty three

members, five of which serve
as officers; two of which cannot vote (the representatives
of Washington, DC and the
U.S. Virgin Islands), and all
are Democrats. In the 1990s
Republican
Congressman
J.C. Watts of Oklahoma
declined membership into
the caucus. Since their
founding there has only 'i)een
one Republican member,
Representative Gary Franks
from Connecticut.
Funds for conferences,
parties, and other activities
used to benefit the caucus
men1bers, their fan1ili~. student internship opportunities, and others come vastly
from the Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation, Inc, a
true-exempt organization.
Other organizations the
caucus s pearheads are the
Congressional Black Caucus
Political, Educational, and
Leadership Institute, which
groon1s
young
African
Americans to go into the field
of public policy.

In 1993 Representative
Franks threatens then
Chairman Kweisi Mfume of
Maryland that he will leave
the caucus due to isolation
stemming from his membership in the Republican
Party. Franks stayed with the
Caucus until he left Congress

December 15, 2005,
Congressional Black
Caucus Holds Emergency
Meeting With FEMA Director
to Guarantee Housing for
Hufficane Katrina Evacuees

0
0\
0\

.....

Formed in January 1969
by the 13 African American
members of Congress
as the Democratic Select
Committee.

Forms first Annual
Legislative Conference (ALC)
in 1970 and is considered
to be the premier African
American conference on
policy issues
Name changed to
Congressional Black Caucus
in 1971.
Received first national recognition when members
met with former president
Richard Nixon in March 1971.

In 1983, CBC members got
President Ronald Reagan to
sign the Martin Luther King,
Jr. holiday into law.

In 1990, Republican
Representative Gary Franks
from Connecticut accepted
membership in the CBC, the
first Republican in the organization since its founding.
In 1990, the CBC introduced
the Alternative budget, which
is committed to fair treatment
for urban and rural America,
the elderly, students, small
businessmen and women,
middle and low-income wage
earners.
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In 1994, the CBC is no Ion·
ger considered an "official
office of Congress" due to
the overturning of the House
of Representatives to the
Republican Party.

September 6th through
9th, 2006, CBC celebrates its 36th Annual
Legislative Conference at
the Washington Convention
Center, Washington, DC.
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Asian Clothing Brands invade the American Market

ftocot C'OWlay ot www,d,.yam

Bathing Ape Clothing has been made popular by artists like Pharrell Williams and N.E.R.D. The trademark shooting star can be seen on the feet of many Howard men and women.
BY SESOO M. IGBAZUA

Denim pants could set you back at least $300
while a pair of BAPE shoes could cost you
Asian inspired brands have penetrated . $275.
the American market. This trend is very proTh'eir high prices come as no surprise
nounced in the fashion industry. Brands like however since both brands are very particular
BAPE and Evisu are becoming very popular about quality. Evisu uses vintage looms and
and it is now common place to see people clad very labor intensive manufacturing processes
in Evisu gear right on Georgia Avenue, sur- with minimal machine input.
prising for a brand that was not even known
These brands have been made more popthis side of the world a few years back.
ular by the influence of hip-hop and hip-hop
Evisu is a Japanese brand and was found- artists. Artists like Jay-Z, Pharrell Williams
ed in 1988 by Hidehiko Yamane in Osaka, and Lil' Wayne have made BAPE and Evisu
Japan. Bathing Ape (BAPE), also a Japanese quite the item to have as they can be seen
brand, was founded in 1993 by Nigo in Tokyo. wearing these brands in their videos and live
Evisu was named after Ebisu a deity related performances. It can almost be argued that
to commerce and Bathing Ape got its name these brands were not popular until these
from a common Japanese saying ridiculing celebrities wore them. To quote a popular
the eagerness of youth to follow trends. Both line from a Jay-Z song "how do you like it
brands do not come cheap. A pair of Evisu my jeans is $300, this ain't diesel, these are
Biz & Tech Editor

Evisus" That line illustrates quite clearly the
influx and acceptance of Asian fashion brands
in mainstream urban America .
The popularity of these brands in America
today is rather ironic. In recent years out
sourcing has been a very hot topic. The outsourcing of labor by Alnerican companies to
Asian countries where labor is much cheaper has been a bone of contention between
these companies and certain interest groups.
Many argue that these cost cutting initiatives are increasing unemployment rates in
the country. Senior accounting major Taofeek
Siyanbola disagrees.
"I don't think outsourcing is detrimental to the economy," Siyanbola said. "It cuts
costs for companies, hence increasing their
productivity. ln<'reased productivity is always
good for the economy."

Hence, it is amazing how people are
willing to pay through their noses for a pair
of Evisu pants that are actually not even
American made but produced overseas.
Popular American brands like Phat Farm
and Sean John have been put on the back
burner.
"I can't deny it, I love Evisu jeans. They
may cost a lot but it makes a certain statement
that Phat farm will not make" said Richard
Harl'c11, sophomore economics major.
Regardless, Howard University students
are no exception to the trend. The famous
gull outlines on the back of Evisu jeans can
be seen any day on the yard and BAPE "kicks"
are now a staple at the Mecca.

Big Biz @ HU:

Twisted
Innocence
BY BRITTANY HUTSON
Hilltop Staff Wnter

Forget
spending
excessive amounts of
money on fresh and
unique jewelry to coordinate with your wardrobe,
the up-and-coming jewelry corporation Twisted
Innocence is here to sen·e
Howard students.
Formerly
known
as
Bri-l\,fel
Custom
Made Jewelry, Twisted
Innocence was founded by
seniors l\lclanie Walker
and Briana Pickett during
spring semester of their
sophomore year.
"It was May 23,
2005," recalls Pickctl,
international
business
major. .. Mclnnic and I
were having a discussion
in our business seminar
class about how we would
like to design jewelry and
change what we saw in
stores.··
The girls took their
innovate
plans
and
worked to make them
into a reality by doing
research about how to
make jewelry, followed by
buying a kit and supplies
to begin designing their
own jewelry.
"We priced it and
saw that it was marketable," Pickett said.
The
co founders
funded their business
through their own pockets and pron1oted their
merchandise
through
word of mouth. The girls
wear their jewelry for a
more personalized display.
Although the girls
have developed their
business amongst themselves, they did acknowledge enlisting with ELI.
"ELI is a good entrepreneurial base," explains
V\7alker, business management major who has
had an interest in jewelry
making since high school.
"It's [ELI] a learning out-

let and they have teachers who are available to
assist you."
Walker and Pickett
began volunteering with
ELI during this past summer and are participating
in the Black Marketplace
for their third year.
Looking back on the
beginnings of their partnership, the girls reflected on where they started
and how far they have
come.
"\Ve have definitely
progressed internally in
terms of our knowledge of
jewelry, gems, and beads.
Our craftstnanship has
improved highly since
we first started," Walker
said.
Upcoming
plans
for their small business
include getting a new
website for promotion.
displaying their products
in more fashion shows,
and using Howard's campus as much as possible
to utilize a large social
network that will be helpful follo\,ing graduation.
"\.\ e want to include
handbags, purses, belts
and shoes ...we're going
to be entrepreneurs after
graduation just like we
arc
now,"
proclaims
Walker.
Pickett and Walker
said they hope to open
up a boutique in this area
a year or two after their
graduation.
Students can be on
the lookout for Twisted
Innocence as the girls
plan to have a stand at the
Howard Deli and Razor
Works Barbershop on
Georgia Avenue, across
the street from the School
of Business, within the
upcoming weeks.
For those interested
in seeking out Twisted
Innocence, Walker and
Pickett can be reached on
faccbook where they have
a photo album displaying
their jewelry.

Dtnt15-dt---~

Cory weathers a Senior Systems and Computer Science Major, plays a relaxing game of Mortal Kombat to relieve the
stresses of a typical Howard University Day. Gamers find Gametap's expanded playground a Heaven for their hobby.

Gamers Fall in Love with GameTap
BY SESOO M. IGBAZUA
Biz & Tech Editor

Gamers arc getting the buzz on
what might prove to be a gamer's
paradise. The website www.gametap.
com is the new phenomenon creating this buzz. Popularly known as just
"Gametap", this broadband gaming
network boasts over 600 game titles.
Gametap is owned by Turner
Broadcasting System (TBS), and is a
subscription based video-game service. At a flat monthly charge of S9.95,
gamers can have access to all of the
titles a\ ailablc on Gametap. The main
requirements to enjoy the services of
Gametap are a broadband connection
and Windows 2000 or XP. An Apple
version is yet to be released.
Gametap provides its customers an array of games to choose from,
with new titles being added weekly.
Gametap's unique model a11ows video
gamers access to games customarily restricted to specific consoles and
providers. Some of the game licenses
accomn1odated by Gametap include
Atari, Namco, Sega, Ubisoft, Konami,
and Capcom.
The need for alternative gaming

mediums, pricing, and platforms has
fueled the changes in business models,
as can be seen in the birth of companies like Gametap and Gamefly.
Other forms of entertainment have
also been affected by this shift in busi
ness models. A good example is the
movie rental company Netflix. Netnix
allows users to rent 1novics onlinc
and receive them by mail. Mo\.ies are
delivered directly to customers homes
and a late payment fee does not apply.
Netflix's business has put movie rental
giants like Blockbuster in a tight situation. Clearly, these new business models are gaining popularity.
Most students arc accu-;to1ncd
to the traditional means of obtaining
games. This entails going into a store
or purchasing actual game discs online.
Games ate usually bought for whatever console the gamer owns. Hence,
Sony Playstation gamers arc limited to
Playstation games, and Microsoft Xbox
owners can only purchase and play
Xbox games. These limitations have
obviously presented an opportunit\ for
Gametap to explore. By providing an
unlimited game title base, Gamctap is
attracting a lo~ of customers to their
flat-fee unlimited access model. As

their slogan goes, "Expand your playground."
When asked to comment on
Game tap and its services, senior finance
major Steven Hughes had this to say, "I
usually get my games from the store,
but then I get bored with them. I think
Gamctap is better because it's cheaper
and provides me with more variety."
He also highlighted a slight downside,
"so1netimes you like to own your own
collection of games."
Hughes' latter remark shows an
attachment to the familiar but his former clearly shows the change that is
sweeping the gaming world and the
way business is done in it.
Presently, Gametap's main competition includes traditional game
title disc vendors and establislunents
like Gamefly. The growing popularity of online services is reflective of a
generation of changing needs. Online
banking and shopping, among other
online activities, have become everyday
tasks and are well-accepted in today's
society. Hence, it is no surprise that
Gametap is quickly catching on.

You Might Want to Know
--Yesterday, a Chevron-led group of oil companies,
announced t11c discovery of an oil pool off the gulf of Mexico
that could boost the oil reserves by a whopping 50 percent.

--Ford has named a Boeing Co. executive to replace
Bill Ford as its CEO. Ford still holds a position as executive
chairman, though.

--Media Giant Viacom announced the ousting of its
Chief Executive Tom Freston. This comes on the heels of
Viacom Chairman Sumner Redstone's dissatisfaction with
tlie company's share price.

--In a bid to survive competition with competitors,
Intel yesterday raised its job cut target to 10,500 jobs. Not
good news for most.

Compiled by Sessoo M. Igbazua, Business & Technology Editor
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Learn m·ore about
Erin Towery
and tell us more
about you. Visit
pwc.com/bringit.
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Your life. You can
bring it with you.
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Battle of the Real HU: More than J ust a GaIDe SCOREBOARD
& SCHEDULE
BY MATTHEW COOPER
Hilltop Staff Wnter

Every year, around the middle
of September, students at Hampton
and Howard both get a bitter taste
111 their mouths. That bitter flavor
is the taste of the intense rivalry
between the two schools, which has
dated back for years.
The battle of the real HU pits
two of the most prestigious Black
colleges in America against each
other for an epic battle on the gridiron.
Students at both schools have
friends, former schoolmates, and
famib at both schools. They seek
any opportunity to get an excuse
to exercise bragging rights over
another.
"It's a rivalry, the history
behind the game," said Kerhyl
Gantt, a junior finance major. 'It
is two of the best HBCU's even
though we are on top."
The rivalry even extends beyond
the football field, as students from
each school are told earl) on what
they arc supposed to think of the
other.
"They teach it to you freshman
year, Howard is the real HU and
Hampton is the enemy," said Tekia
Coney, a senior finance n1ajor.
Although Hampton was originally named Hampton Institute
before they were named Hampton
University, students still believe
they are the "real HU." Likewise,
Howard students will stand by the
statement that they are the first
and real HU.
"They (Hampton) always claim
they are the real HU. So we have

Lo go down there to show
them we are the real IIU,"
said Clifton Lomax, a junior
computer engineering major.
"They always come to our
homecoming, that's all I got
to say," Lomax added.
Every year, whether the
game is located al Greene
Stadium
or
Armstrong
Stadium in Hampton, a seal is
hard to come by, as the game
sells out every year.
Students and alumni
from both schools pack the
stands and the perimeter of
the fields, as well as the outside parking lots to cheer, celebrate, and cause ruckus once
their team wins the game.
tllftl~o
Unfortunately for the
Mecca, a win against Hampton The crowd at last year's How ard-Hampto n g ame at Greene Stadium watc hed
has been long overdue, and as the Pirates came fro m behind to s natc h a 22-12 victory. The Bison travel
Howard students are tired to Hampton to kick-off t he 2006 football season at 6 p .m. on Saturday.
of the yearly disappointment
that comes with losing to their
walk by, Oh MY GOD!," Gantt said. Howard suffered a 47-14 thrashing
hated rival.
The Bands showcase all their at the hands of the Pirates. Last
For nine straight years, Howard might when they meet at halftime, year, the Bison came up just short,
students have sat idly watching as they take the rivalry to a high falling Lo Hampton 22-12.
Pirate fans get buck wild while their level as well. Hampton usually does
One Howard student solemnly
team beats the Bison. In 2004, the a go-go song and the Beat your feet recalls last year's letdown. "In the
last time Howard visited Hampton, dance, mocking the Washington third quarter, I thought we were
a sea of Hampton students rushed D.C. famed dance.
going to win," said Jasmyne Mayo,
the Howard side and chanted "'I
However The Showtime marchlove, I love, my HIU!"
ing band, brings the Bison faithful
The Howard game has not to its feet in amazement and exciteonly been a marquee attraction ment every year.
for students and alumni, but also
The game has ups and downs,
celebrity appearances. Stars such and can vary from an intense nailas T.I., Dem Franchize Boyz, and biter, to a complete blowout. In
Allen Iverson have made appear- 2002, Hampton crushed Howard
ances to soak in the experience of 51-2 at Hampton. In 2003, Howard
the rivalry.
just fell to the Pirates, losing nar"When we saw Allen Iverson rowly 17-14 at Howard. In 2004,

SCORES
N/A
•

TODAY'S GAMES

Women's Soccer vs.
George Washington
3 p.m. @ Greene
Stadium
Volleyball @ Navy

6 p.m.
a junior health management major.
"Then we threw that interception.
And I had to go home with three
Hampton girls that night.r
Despite the recent failures,
Howard studerns will show up in
droves to support their beloved
Bison.
If Howard beats Hampton this
year, chaos is sure to overwhelm the
Bison crowd, and bragging rights
will be hard to take from Howard
students.

HThey teach it to you freshman
year, Howard is the real HU
and Hampton is the enemy."

One-on-One with ...

- Tekia Coney, '07

Stay tuned to Hilltop Sports for
more on the Howard-Hampton game

Football Coach Ray Petty

IThursday: The history of the "Battle of
the Real HU"

BY ERICA ROBINSON
Co1ilnbuting Wnter

Entering his fifth year,
Howard football head coach
Rayford Petty enjoys being
a Bison and is excited about
what is to come this season .
.. I love my job," Petty said.
Coaching at Howard
since 1992, and working
with other football teams at
Universities such as A&T.
Norfolk State, and Elon
University, he is extremely
confident with the start of
the football season.
Petty said last season
was disappointing because
there were a lot of injuries,
but this year "ill be different.
One word Petty used
to describe his team was
..focused."
wI feel we have a lot of
experience and a lot of talent. My expectations arc
really high for this season,..
Jt-~•l.:a l>tt~·Sl1<1rf t"hf•h'krwr.J1' t
Petty said.
Ray Petty led the football t eam t o Its f irst winning season
This year he looks for- In three years after taking over as head coach In 2002.
\\.1lrd to having an outstanding football team ,ind hopes Championship and in order tion on \\inning and makto go to the Conference to go, Howard must beat ing it to the Conference
Championship.
Hampton Sept 9th.
Championships.
The first game of the
As far as preparation
The football players can
season is the battle against for the game, the football always use extra suppo1t at
Hampton University. The team must n1aintain a win- their games. This can also
Pirates have won nine years ning attitude. Mentally, the contribute to their success
in a row since 1996. The players must "wake up," on the field. Petty expects
competitive game has been Petty said. ''This gan1e is the stadium to be full of
a hot debate for ages and the going to be tough but \\e Bison faculty, staff. and stu
Bison are ready to redeem must emphasize that we arc d<"nts at tl1c battle against
themselves.
the real HU."'
Itampton Universil).
Last year, Howard lost
Petty also refers to the.
There are other chala heartbreaking game to game as a challenge because lenges ahead for the Bison
Hampton.
According to Hampton is the top team in such as their game against
Coach Petty, the Howard vs. their conference.
Florida A&l\1 and their game
Hampton game is "just one
•·the key to their victory against Rutgers University.
step under homecoming. It is consistency, scoring more
"The top three games
always brings about excite- points, and protecting the will be especially tough but
ment.··
football," Petty said.
all games are tough," Petty
The students show their
Before every game there said.
pride flaunting their school is a mix of emotions from
The football team plans
colors and the stadium is amdet) to curiosity. Petty on ending this season with
crowded with family, fric nds, said he tries not to get emo
,1 bang. constant!) working
faculty, and students. Petty tional before a game. Ile towards making it to the
\\ants to go to the Conference preserves his concentra- Conference Chan1pionships.

Friday: Full game preview and analysis of both teams

. . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TODAY IN SPORTS HISTORY. ..

•
•
•

On Sept. 6, 1943, Carl Scheib, at 16
years and eight months of age, became •
•
the youngest pitcher in American League ••
history for the Philadelphia P\s.
. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ... .. ... . . . . .
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Guide to Eating Good in the Neighborhood
BY ERIN EVANS
Hilltop Staff Wntor

Blackburn Center is home
to Chick-Fil-A, Pandini's,
Blue Sky Ranch Grill and the
Cafr, but dining in the District
extends farther than Howard's
campus.
··1 remember when I was a
freshman, and I was in and out
the Cafe like clockwork during the week," said junior psychology major Cheree Sims.
"Meal plans arc not cheap, so I
was definitely trying to get my
money's worth."
Now, as she begins her
third \car, Sims says she is
exploring man\ different res-

taurants in the area.
"The U Street area has so
many great places to cat and
I'd encourage anyone, especially freshman to venture out
and try new things," she said.
"It's what college is all about."
U Street is home to the
famous Ben's Chili Bowl.
Started in i958, Ben's has
become a landmark in the
U Street Corridor. Ben's, or
"The Bowr stood through the
riots of the i96o's and has
remained a staple in the D.C.
community.
Ben's Chili Bowl specializes in hot dogs, half smokes and
cheese fries covered with their
homemade spicy chili sauce.

Ur') 1u1 JonM • AMt. Photo Edilor

Adam's Morgan Is home to The Diner, a popular restaurant
to cure late night hunger, serving breakfast all day long.

Another great dining
spot is Adam's Morgan, near
Meridian Hill Hall. It's not
just home to bars and clubs
for those 21 and up. The
Diner, which is open 24 hours,
is often the after party eatery
around 3 a.m.. But, for Tashi
Bordenavc, junior administration of justice major, the
Diner became her staple place
of eating while she resided at
Meridian during her sophomore year.
"For a while last year, I
was eating at The Diner all the
time because it was right down
the street from Meridian,"
she said. "It stopped when I
l"oked at my bank statement
and I'd spent more money on
food than anything else during
that month."
Offering everything from
pancakes, all meat omelets and
French toast to roasted chicken, bacon cheeseburgers and
turkey sandwiches, The Diner
tries to accommodate any size
appetite without breaking the
bank.
Many places in Chocolate
City cater to the African
American population with several soul food restaurants in
the area. Henry's Delicatessen
and Carry-Out, also close to
Meridian, offers entrees at low
prices.
"Not only is it not too

WHef<e TO
GO:

' :

Ht;N~'S

SOUL. FOOC/ CUISIN f;
Pl<ICe l<ANGe: :$7:$1S FOi< McAT ANO
TWO SIC/E"S1704 u STl<ceT ( ON e
8L.0CI< UP Fl<OM
M cl<IC/IAN)

B11an J1•nl'°' ·A'''· Phoco I diror

Ben's Chlll Bowl, a popular eatery among students and
D.C. natives Is just a short walk away from campus.

expensive, it really is good,"
sophomore international business major Jared Wilkins
said. "It looks like a hole in
the wall but it tastes like it
comes straight out of grandma's kitchen."
Students who want to try
something different may find
it at Lauriol Plaza. Home to
authentic Tex-Mex cuisine,
Lauriol offers tacos, fajitas,
enchiladas, tamales in an
upscale restaurant atmostphere. Voted Best Mexican
Food by the Washington Post
in 2002, Lauriol has a "sophisticated atmosphere" with sidewalk tables, a two tiered dining
room and a rooftop deck.

Wilkins, who has also
dined at Lauriol, says that the
food is filling and inexpensive,
making it his favorite restaurant in the District.
But, dining out in college
is not always an option. Tight
wallets are often the cause of
strict Cafe diets.
"I love to tf) new restaurants, but I know I can't do
it too often," freshman public relations major Tyler Long
said. "My parents are not trying to send me money so I can
eat at really nice restaurants.
I will be in the cafe 7 days a
week."

THE" C/INcl<
AMf;l<ICAN CUISINE"
µ HOUl<S
81<cAl<FAST, L.UNCH
A NC/ C/INNcl<
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Mc'><ICAN F AVOT<ITc
McAL.: :$10 A NC/ UP
16'~5 1t?TH STl<ceT

'
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CAvUN CUISINe
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'Places to Go, Exhibits to See' in The District of Columbia
BY JACQUELINE COOK
H /lop Staff WPIOr

It seems to be a tendency

of Howard students to take
the usual trip Lo Georgetown
or Chinat0\\11 to relieve their
boredom. There are, however,
other options that won't break
your wallet.
The Washington metro
an•,1 1s rich in history and culture. There arc dozens of free
and low-cost museums, galleries and memorials that are
only a few metro stops away
from Howard University.
One that is often forgotten
is the African American Civil
War Memorial and Museum.
Localed a few blocks from
campus, the memorial and
museum arc a totall) free
experience open to the public
from 10 a. rn. s p.m. Monday
through Friday and from 10
a.m. until 2 p.m. on Saturday.
Here students can view
historic photos, newspaper
articles, military uniforms and
weapons, as well as unique
artifacts from the Civil War
period.
The
Smithsonian
In~titution provides an even

lishments open through the assortmentofbrands including nights and poetry readings
night, it's a popular locale for "Chinese Laundry, 1\volips, :Me being held often in such places
college students with a touch Too, Puma and Lacoste", with as Mocha Hut. The popular
of insomnia.
items typically priced between Busboys and Poets also hosts
"The Diner, of course, is 39.99 and 159.99.
open mic nights with a small
great for when you're hungry
U Street is also home to $2 admission price.
at night," sajd junior man- an abundance of low-key cafes
Patrons can order pizza
agement major and Prince and restaurants. Inexpensive and burgers until 2 a.m. while
George's County native Lauren options include Ben's Chili perusing their bookstore, lisTyler.
Bowl, Love Cafe and the soul tening to featured poets, or
Adams r.1organ is a melt- food restaurant Oohs & Aahs.
waiting in line at a book signing pot of sorts, 11 ith stores
"'They han-' poet!) slams at ing.
selling African wares, Greek this cheap dub ca\\ed U Turn
Overall, the city has n\ore
food and music and books col- on U Street," said Tyler.
to offer than just Georgia Ave.
lected from around the world.
Poetry appears to be a U
Some students enjoy hanging Street theme, with open mtc
J..,1ni 1.i.1~. ''"" Pooiotinrh<r
Dupont Circle Is a one stop place that caters to most Indiout in the neighborhood's hooviduals' shopping and entertainment need s.
kah bars.
"It's a Middle Eastern pasgreater learning opportunity. kjnd, the International Spy time that has caught on over
At the world's largest muse- Museum is one of the most here," said Keshia Ridley, a
um complex, which surrounds popular attractions in the area. senior audio production major
the National Mall, visitors Not only can visitors learn from Beltsville, MD. According
can keep their money in their about actunl spies, controver- lo Ridley, hookah at Queen's
pockets while touring the 15 sies and tools of the trade, they Cafe can run anywhere from
museums and three galleries.
can also test out their own skill $7 to $12.
The various buildings set and see how they would
Affordable
boutiques
house everything from natural fare as an agent.
can also be found in Adams
history and American history
For those looking for Morgan. Shake Your Booty is
to Asian and African art. These a more relaxing activity in a just one of the popular shops,
museums can fit into any social setting, there are plenty selling women's shoes and
schedule too; they are open of spots that supply just that.
accessories. The store is maneveryday except Christmas
Adams Morgan is often aged by Nicole Knox. a former
from 10 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.
frequented by the Howard Howard student. According
Jr•W<'a J)t1, a,...-• ""-'8.tf '"""•h..:n plwr
The onl) museum of its crowd. \Vith most of the estab- lo Knox, the store t•arries an Pentagon City Is a staple among many HU students when
s earching for clo thing, electronics, or cosmetics.

What Time Is It? Cell Phones vs. Wrist Watches
BY DANIELLE KWATENG

try has evolved. Currently there

are over 10 wireless companies
and 15 phone brands available in the US. And although
Tick! Tick! Tick! The cell phones are a modern day
sound of watches is not as convenience, you have to woncommon as it used to be.
der what was like before U1ey
According to an Economic existed. Nowadays there are at
Census of Retail Trade the least h\'O types of people; those
watch industry is still a bil- who use their cell lo find the
lion dollar industry, but how time and those who look at
many people do you see wear- their watch.
ing them. On Howard's camBut how many fall into
pus many people still wear the latter group? Many think
watches, but their students watches are only for "old peowho don't have other methods ple" but Howard students ha\·c
to find the time.
a mixture of responses and
Desmond
Hutchinson, reason for why they do and
freshn1an biology major, wears don't wear watches.
a watch but sometimes opts
Brittany Proctor a junior
for his cell phone. "Yea, I wear audio production major said,
a watch on the regular, but "No I don't wear a watch, but
I catch myself looking at my 1 used to, I use my cell phone
phone to see the time, because for the time."
it is digital where as my watch
For Khalid Muhammad,
isn't", Hutchinson said.
a freshman marketing major,
It seems like everyone watches are more of a fashhas a cell phone these days. ion accessory. "I don't wear
Martin Cooper from Motorola watches regularly. If I do it is
llt•rt>ll S111i1h • ~rilor IJholo Editor invented the first cell phone in
for fashion and not for time. I
Cell phones may be giving watches a run for their money as 1973 and it originally weighed usually just use my phone for
a timepiece, but the watch industry doesn't seem worried.
a heavy 30 ounces. Since then the time", Muhammad said.
the wireless/ cell phone indusMark Martin, a sales
Hilltop Staff Wnter
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associate at Charles Schwartz
and Sons Jewelers says the
increase in cell phones hasn't
affected the watch induslr~·.
There are people who collect \latches. They get one for
every activity; boating, diving,
everything", Martin said. For
Schwartz and Sons younger
customers, watches are a "fashion thing" used lo show status.
" Seriously, younger customers
want status walches... Rolex,
Gucci, Omega... they want
watches that are just as nice as
their fathers", Martin added.
Even urban designers have
created watches for every look
in efforts to appeal to younger
customers. Jewelers like Jacob
Arabo, also known as " J acob
the Jeweler", have refueled the
watch industry by appealing to
the urban con1ml111ity.
Arabo's
unique
style
of colorful studded watches has allowed him to work
with numerous celebrities,
increasing his popularity.
His celebrity clientele ranges
from Jessica Simpson to Nas,
which has made him popular to mainstream America.
M

Unfortunately everyone can't
afford his watches, priced from
$1500 and up.
For students who aren't
willing to spend a grand on a
watch, there arc other options.
Ecko Red has stylish watches that are priced at S95 and
up. "I love my Ecko watch",
Randall Holloway, a sophomore theater arts major said. "
I got it this summer and wear it
almost everyday, not so much
for the time but as a piece of
jewelry", Holloway added.
Then there are those who
wear watches for sentimental reasons. Kyndal Wilson a
sophomore political science
major wears her watch everyday, because it was a gift from
her grandmother. " She gave
it to me years ago and every
time I look at it, I'm reminded of her", Wilson said. "Also
she'd kill me if 1 lost it so I
hardly ever take it off," \\'ilson
added.
But whether worn for
function or fashion, the watch
industry doesn't seem fearful
of a demise.
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Remember two years close to iliat of Presidential can- directly affect your livelihood.
ago when you couldn't com- didates or even senators who And once an official is in office,
plete a trip across the Yard can\'aSS a whole state, but they see if ilicy follow tlrrough on the
without someone with a clip- arc much more accountable things the) promised.
board offering to register you to your district as the official
Don't be sidetracked by
to vote or a socialist party rep spokesperson for you in the issues that are not a major
asking for a few minutes of your national government.
part of the office' s responsibilitime?
Wiili primaries already ties. \Ve shake our heads tllat
Now, two years
Lieberman
was
after the 2004
defeated in the pripresidential elecmaries sole!) on
tion, voter awareone issue - the \Var
ness is nowhere to
Young people should be
in Iraq.
be seen, while some
Though the war
of the most imporactive voters in all elections, is a hot button in
tant elections take
politics, voters must
place.
not just the presidential.
stay alert and realize
We are socialthat a Connecticut
ized to believe tl1at
The smaller the branch, the
representative's
having a better
main priority will
president in office
greater the impact on your
not be a global
will cause major
issue like a \.Var,
changes in our
life.
but state issues tllat
lives.
were never heavily
However, the
discussed in the
major things we look to the gov- leaving popular representa- campaigns.
ernment for, from tax breaks tives witl1 many terms under
The deep relationship
and good public scllools to clean their belt off the Hill, like one blacks have wiili voting rights,
communities and safe streets Hilltopper's beloved Cynthia makes the responsibility to use
come from our local and state McKinney, the importance of ilie right many sacrificed for us
politicians.
voting and knowing the issues to have even greater.
As active as the country is clear.
Though we were all excited
was in the 2004 elections, we,
r.taking it to ilie polls is a to reach tllat major life milestone
as students, need to be just as great start, it's not enough. An of tun1ing 18, more important
involved in the midterm clec
uninformed vote can be more tllan the fact tlmt you can now
tions that directly affect our harmful than no vote at all.
marry or buy cigarettes, is the
lives. Across the country, voter
Go deeper than ilie candi- right to vote. Stay involved and
turnout is lower on non-presi- date who has the most signs politically aware throughout ilic
dential elections.
up or tlle flashiest commercials four years between presidential
Most U.S. representatives to know the issues and track elections. If your vote is your
don't operate on a budget even records of people who could voice, speak up!
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Do you want to write for The HILLTOP?
Come to our budget meeting

Monday's

@

7 p.m.

THE.HILLTOP
The Nation's Only Black Daily Collegiate Newspaper
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Can I Ask You a Few Questions?

Drew Costley
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Caryn Grant
Spo1·ts Editor
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By Imani M. Cheers

country and belie\·e that the Darfur Rally. Where arc the
genocide needs to end. But activists? Where is the genDid you know that in the what I didn't see were the eration that was born of Civil
largest country in Africa an black and brO\\n faces that feel Rights Activists and Black
estimated 400,000 innocent as passionate about the crisis Panthers? What happened
people have been slaughtered in Darfur as oilier people.
to the activism in the 1980s
since February 2003?
Now yes, I realize that race that rallied around the "Free
Over 2 million people dis- or ethnicity shouldn't matter South Africa campaign to end
placed from their homeland? when it comes to issues such Apartheid?
Daily, women and young girls as genocide but as I returned
\>\bere is the mass mobi
are being violently raped, sex· from Ne\\ Orleans on an lization of black people to put
ually assaulted and tortured? alternative spring break trip, pressure on to US and South
Did you know that these acts it seems that tlle people who African government to release
are being committed by a gov- care enough to physically and Nelson Mandela from prison?
ernment-sponsored
militia financially sacrifice are not the
What cause will you take
that is systematically destroy- people who are being helped. to the streets and participate
ing a group of people based on In laymen terms, why don't in mass demonstration? What
their ethnic and cultural iden- black people actively mobilize issue in the world arc you so
tities? Have you ever heard of and support issues affecting passionate about that you will
Darfur?
other black people?
dedicate yourself to advocacy?
On Sunday, April 30,
Why didn't I see any black Is Genocide one of these con2006, I was one of an esti- church groups or Girl Scout cerns? People of the African
mated 50,000 people who ral- troops? Most of my college- Diaspora are experiencing heilied on the Washington Mall age friends used homework nous crimes against humanity
to show my support for the and studying for finals as an every day, at what point are
innocent civilians of Darfur in excuse, but tllese were the you going to care?
the Save Darfur Rally. As a same people who were at the
At some point we as black
volunteer with the organizing club the night before until 4 people are going to unite and
committee, I was able to meet am.
use our creativity, perseverand talk with various s upportCourtland Milloy of the ance, determination and ingeers from all over the country.
Washington Post was heav- nuity to successfully help one
Families, youili groups, ily criticized by Howard another, I just pray and in the
sororities, delegations from lJ niversity
students
for words of Bob Marley ... How
churches, synagogues and remarks concerning the lack of good and pleasant it would be,
mosques came in constant activism on can1pus. Hundreds before God and man, to sec
droves.
of people lined up outside of the unification of all Africans".
I was thrilled to see the Cramton Auditorium to see Hopefully I will live to see that
young and old faces that had the Residence Life step show, day.
traveled from all over the barely 50 came to the Save
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The Hilltop encourages its readers to share their opinions \Hth the newspaper through l.clters to
The Editor or Perspccti\."l.'S. All letters should include a rompktc address and telephone number and
should be sent electronicaJly on our website at ""'"'·thehilltoponlinc.com.
Any inquiries for advertisements or hilltopics should he directed to '!he Hilltop Business office.
The Hilltop:
2251 Shermnn Avenue NW'
Washington, DC 20001
Editorial Office:
Business Office:
(202) 806-4724

(202) 806-4749

·ww,v.thehilltoponline.com

hilltopbusiness@yahoo.com

Nm\ in ito; 83J'd )cnr, TI1c llillto1> is puhlishc<l Mo td.'1' through l'ridn) by Howurd University
..1udenl<>. \\'iU1 a readcr:o.hip of mon.' thnn 7,000, J7rc I Iillto1> is the lnri;cst black collegiate newi.-paper
in the nation.
Titc opinions c.~l'CSl>L-d on the Editotial & Pcrspt.'C"th ....~ 1>:1ge urc the 'ie\\s ofTI>c Hilltop F.ditorial
Bom-d und tho..e of the auU1ors und do not nL-ecs..,.1ril) 1-cpres<.•nt I lo\\11nl University or its udministration.
11te Hilltop rescr\'cs the right to •·dit lt:ltcrs for spnl·l· nnd gnnnnmtleul error.; und any inapproprintc, libelous or defantatory content. All let kr.. nm st he submitkd 11 week ptior to }>ubHcation.
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The Hilltop prints
Hilltopics every
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. The first
20 words are $1 O and
.2 5 for each additional
word.
$30 charge for
business card
ALL CLASSIFIED ADS
MUST BE PAID FOR
AND SUBMITTED
SEVEN DAYS IN
ADVANCE. $3
LATE FEE FOR ALL
CLASSIFIED ADS NOT
SUBMITTED SEVEN
DAYS IN ADVANCE.
Payment acceptable
by cash or check.
Any questions please
contact The Hilltop
Business Office
(202) 806·4749
or by e-mail www.
hilltopbusiness@gmail.
com

ERAL BODY
MEETING
TONIGHT
AT 7:30 IN
DOUGLASS
HALL ROOM
116. BRING
YO UR
FRIENDS,
IDEAS, AND
ENTHUSIAMI

ree
f1~ee

6, 2006

PHI SIGMA Pl
PRESENTS•••

ARE YOU
INTERESTED IN
ASSISTING
YOUR UNDERGRADUATE
TRUSTEE WITH
EVENTS FOR
THE 06-07
ACADEMIC
YEAR OR
SERVING YOUR
SCHOOL
OR COLLEGE
AS TRUSTEE
LIASON?
YOUR 2006-07
UNDERGRADUATE
TRUSTEE,
JABARI SMITH,
PRESENTS
THE UNDERGRADUATE
TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE:
BRINGING THE
BOARDROOM
TO YOU!
APPLICATIONS
ARE NOW
AVAILABLE IN
THE OFFICE
OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES.
DEADLINE IS
WED. SEPT. 11
ALL ARE
WELCOME!

COME TO
HEALTH
PROFESSIONS
SOCIETY'S 1ST
GENERAL BODY
MEETING.
WHERE:
HILLTOP
LOUNGE,
BLACKBURN
WHEN:
SEPTEMBER
6, 2006,
WEDNESDAY@
5:30PM

SITTERS
WANTED.
AVERAGE $10
PER HOUR
REGISTER
FREE FOR JOBS
CIRCLE K
NEAR CAMPUS
INVITES
OR
EVERYO ETO
HOME. WWW.
THIS YEAR'S
STUDENT·
FIRST GE SITIERS.COM

Five yea1~s

SEPTEt.fBER

CHANGING
FACES: THE
ROLE OF THE
BLACK COLLEGE
SlVDENTIN
· ADVANCING
THEBLACK
COMMUNITY
ON THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER
7TH2006AT
7:00 PM IN THE
BLACKBURN
BALLROOM
FEATURING

AffORNEY&
ACTIVISTOMAR
A. KARIM, REV.
KATHYBROW~
DR.GREGORY
CARR&MORE.
PLEASE JOIN US.
i:nr-r

WRAPS,
WET SETS OR
LOCK
RE-TWIST WITH
EVERY
PURCHASE OF
FACIAL,
FOOT, AND
HAND
MASSAGE.
CALL CLAUDE

202-445
-7600.
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checking for Howard University students.*

't"c)tt 're re<:1d~· t<> estal)lish your financial freedom. The Bank of America. On Campus c~ program
g·i,res ~you \Vl1at :yc)tt i1eed to bank the way you want - anytime, anywhere.

To g·et free C<11111Jt1sEclge" Cl1ecki11g and more, stop by any of our Howard Uni\ ersity locations today:
1

Georgia Avent1e
3500 Georgia A\re11t1e N\V

Mount Pleasant
3131 Mount Pleasant Street NW

202.624.4480

202.624.5002

"C'n1npu:,,Ed~c

Chl'Cking i free of a 111onthly 111aintennnce fee for five years while you are a student Student ::.tatu-. will be validated upon account opening.
After the tir:-;t fivl~ years. \Our Cnn1pusEd~t> Checking account will be autoni.ati~· upgraded to ~vAcce~s Checkin~ The n1onthly maintenance fee of $5.95
for ;\1yACCC'..;:-. Checking" ill be wai,·ed a." long a.-. you ha,·e a monthly direct depo ·it. Fees for overdraft." and other account-related en ire till apply.

Bank of America
THE HILLTOP
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